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Electronic Supplementary Material (ESI) for Lab on a Chip. This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018 The alignment of the FACS motorized stage with the grid of the nanowell slide is visualized by the sorting of single bacteria onto LB agar plates. Following overnight incubation, an organized pattern of colonies appears, where each colony corresponds to the location of each nanowell on the nanowell slide. 
Bacterial inoculation
Inoculation of bacteria on the nwSlide can be performed in 5 different ways (Table S1 ), depending on the researcher's needs. In the current work inoculation by smearing and single-cell sorting was used. Contrary to the 384-well plate, which has a plate height of more than 7.5 mm, the 0.675 mm thickness of the nwSlide enables smearing of a bacterial sample across all nanowells 3 . This is performed with a single pipetting sample deposition on the nwSlide and smearing across nanowells using a membrane. The total time for this procedure is less than a minute. The nwSlide is also compatible with FACS. The well spacing distance (center to center) of the nwSlide is designed to match the movement of the plate holder in FACS instruments, which enabled sorting of single mammalian cells 4 , and single bacteria in the current work within 15 minutes.
Although not yet explored, this well spacing distance is also compatible with pipetting robots to enable automatic liquid handling. Finally, the nwSlide can be integrated with a microfluidic component to facilitate sample loading and medium exchange in the nanowells 5 , a feature unavailable to standard 384-well plates.
Spectrophotometric monitoring of bacterial growth
The nwSlide and the 384-well plate are both compatible with spectrophotometry to monitor bacterial growth (Table S1 ). Owing to a 3D-printed custom adaptor, the nwSlide becomes compatible with a conventional plate reader. When it comes to monitoring growth in wells inoculated with single bacteria, the nwSlide is better suited due to the ≥ 8 times smaller volume capacity of the nanowells. Bacteria should reach a concentration of ≥ 10 7 cfu/ml for growth to be detectable by absorbance recordings 6 . Therefore, a culture starting from a single bacterium reaches detectable levels in the 0.5 µl of a nanowell faster compared to the ≥ 4 µl of a 384-well plate.
Microscopic analysis of bacteria
Having the dimensions of a microscopy slide (75 x 25 mm) and a glass bottom of 175 µm, the nwSlide is ideal for microscopy. Although variations of the 384-well plate with a glass bottom exist, they are far from optimal for imaging of bacteria. Their relatively large well height and surface area (Table S1) are not suitable to study growth of single motile bacteria. In contrast, the significantly smaller dimensions of the nanowells facilitate detection and monitoring of single bacteria.
User-friendliness of the nwSlide
The nwSlide requires a total reagent volume of ≈ 336 µl, which is at least 4.5 times less compared to the 384-well plate (Table S1 ). The low volume can help reduce laboratory costs, but also disposal of reagents in the environment. Moreover, the low volume requirement is advantageous for clinical sample testing. Another significant advantage over the 384-well plate is that the nwSlide is autoclavable, and can therefore be reused several times. This further reduces costs and waste.
Supplementary Note 2 The nanoculture Optical Signal Analysis Tool (nOSAT) algorithm
To discriminate between nanowells with and without bacterial growth we developed nOSAT. This algorithm uses the absorbance recordings of each nanoculture in the nwSlide to control whether the nanocultures pass the following checkpoints: Checkpoint 1. Does the nanoculture transition from lag to logarithmic phase thereby generating a T lag ? Checkpoint 2. Does the OD max of the nanoculture fall between 0.006 -0.075? Checkpoint 3. Is the growth efficiency ≥ 0.006?
Before applying the nOSAT algorithm, the baseline absorbance was subtracted from each nanowell. As baseline we defined the minimum absorbance recorded in the first 8 time points. All subsequent nOSAT calculations were performed in Excel (v14.6.4, Microsoft).
Checkpoint 1: T lag determination
To check whether a culture transitions from lag to logarithmic phase, we calculated T lag . For a full description of this previously developed algorithm, readers are referred to reference 3. Briefly, the T lag algorithm is composed of the following: 1) Calculation of the change in average optical density over time (ΔMOD):
2) Calculation of the difference between sequential ΔMOD values (ΔΔMOD):
3) A control step to check if sequential ΔΔMOD values exceed a certain threshold: If Δ∆ ≥ 0.00038 for 3 subsequent time points (t n …t n+3 ), then t n = T lag
The above formulas of the T lag algorithm were adjusted to a 30 min interval between absorbance recordings by calculating ΔMOD from 5 time points and setting the ΔΔMOD threshold to 0.00038.
To evaluate the performance of the algorithm, we applied it on data sets of absorbance recordings from three independent experiments on the nwSlide. These were obtained after sorting single bacteria on the nwSlide, incubating them at 37°C and monitoring OD 600 every 30 min for 16 h. First, we applied the T lag algorithm on these recordings to mathematically determine whether nanowells had bacterial growth or not. We then randomly selected a representative number of nanowells from each slide and used microscopy to inspect whether the nanocultures were positive or negative for bacterial growth. By comparing microscopy results with the T lag results, we made the following definitions:
-True positives (TP): Nanowells confirmed with bacterial growth both microscopically and with the T lag .
-True negatives (TN): Nanowells confirmed without bacterial growth both microscopically and with the T lag .
-False negatives (FN): Nanowells confirmed with bacterial growth microscopically but not with the T lag .
-False positives (FP): Nanowells confirmed without bacterial growth microscopically but were identified with bacterial growth with the T lag .
-Sensitivity was calculated by (TP/(TP+FN), resulting in 97.24 %.
-Specificity was calculated by (TN/(TN+FP), resulting in 75.97 %.
Checkpoint 2: OD max of nanocultures
Specificity for the T lag algorithm showed that there is a number of nanowells without growth, misidentified as having growth (false positives). These empty nanowells would still generate a T lag due to sudden absorbance fluctuations over time. Some of these false positives nanowells, however, would either remain within a relatively low range of absorbance units or they would reach abnormally high absorbance values. We therefore calculated the OD max for each nanowell, and plotted these values separately for nanowells with and without growth to analyze their distribution. Only a small overlap between nanowells with and without growth was observed for the OD max distribution (Fig. S3a) . Taking into account the small overlap of the 2 distributions, we set the lower threshold for expected OD max from bacterial nanocultures at 0.006 and the upper threshold for expected OD max at 0.075. When we filtered the data with both this condition and the T lag algorithm, we achieved 95.63 % sensitivity and 90.99 % specificity.
